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PART A- Objective Type

A. Tick the correct answer lx20=20

1. Psycho analysis theory was developed by------AdlerlFreudiJane Adams.

2. Who developed psycho social theory? ------Erik Erickson/ Sigmund FreudlKohlberg.

3. The term 'Personality' is derived from what language? ------ Hebrew/Greek! Latin.

4. Development is quantitative and growth is qualitative. ------TruelFalse

5. Autonomy Vs Guilty is found in which stage of psycho social theory? ------FirstiSecondi Third.

6. For human development-------only heredity is/only environment is/ both are important.

7. Erik Erickson was-------German/ Indian/African.

8. Old age is a period of --------recJine/decJine/saline.

9. The Anal stage is the third stage of psychoanalysis. ------TruelFalse

10. Sexual attraction, socialization, vocational activities are part of ---- Latency/Anal/Genital stage of

Psychoanalysis.

11. Id believes in ----- pleasure principles/ moral valueslPunishment.

12. Characteristic of a maladjusted person is ------happy and jovial/shy and self consciouslDestructive.

13. Attitude represents our------eval uations/ emotions/Anger.

14. Which period is also known as 'gang age' ------Adulthood/Childhood/Adolescence

15. Infancy is the longest of all development period------- True/False



16. Society increase with death and decrease with birth------ True/False

17. Traumatic events can lead to stress----- True/False.

18. Emotionally balanced person is a well adjusted person-True /False.

19. Frustration can arise when there is a conflicting situation-True/False.

20. Growth is a concept used in economics----- TruelFalse
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Answer the following questions (anyjive):

a) Define growth and development.

b) What is learning?

c) What are the characteristics of adolescent?

d) Explain the language development in childhood.

e) Explain social grouping and social behaviour.

o Role of family in developmental stage in children.

g) What is social relationship?

2x5=10

,<..
Answer the following questions (anyjive): 3x5=15

,11) What do you mean by Pre- School Education? What are the objective and
importance of Pre -School Education during the child growth and development?

b) Briefly describe the developmental stage of language and speech.
c) What are the Social development during early childhood?
d) Briefly explain the importance of play and various types of play? What do you

mean by play?
e) Explain the various hazards during the period ofInfancy?o What are the problems during old age and role of sociologists towards the welfare

of old age.



or

3. Define Developmental Psychology and its meaning and scope.

Explain briefly about the different characteristics of development during

childhood.

or

4. Explain the Freud's Psychoanalytical theory.

Explain Erickson's Psycho social theory.
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